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§ The Proton Charge Radius
– Definition and recent reviews

§ The Puzzle
– Spectroscopy
– Scattering

§ Theory
– Lattice QCD

§ MUSE
– Idea, design
– Radius puzzle, two-photon exchange, lepton universality, radiative 

corrections
– Performance, status and timeline

§ Conclusion
– There has been a trend, however we are not done yet 



Charge radius definition & recent reviews
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G. Miller, Defining the Proton Radius: a Unified Treatment
Phys. Rev. C 99, 035202 (2019)

Proton = a rather light, relativistic, composite object
Moment of rest charge distribution not probed by spectroscopy or scattering

Consistent, covariant treatment:

Recent reviews:

§ W. Xiong and C. Peng, Proton Electric Charge Radius from Lepton Scattering,
Universe 9, no.4, 182 (2023)

§ H. Gao, M. Vanderhaeghen, The proton charge radius,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 94, 015002 (2022) 

§ C. Peset, A. Pineda, and O. Tomalak, 
The proton radius (puzzle?) and its relatives,
Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 121, 103901 (2021)

§ J.-P. Karr, D. Marchand, E. Voutier,  The proton size,
Nature Reviews Physics 2, 601–614 (2020)



Lepton scattering from a nucleon:

F1, F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors

Sachs form factors:

Fourier transform (in the Breit frame)
gives spatial charge and magnetization
distributions

Vertex currents:

Derivative in Q2 → 0 limit:

Lepton scattering and charge radius

μ!, e!
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Expect identical behavior for any charged lepton – e!, μ!



Atomic physics 5

Slide by R. Pohl



Muonic hydrogen
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Slide by R. Pohl



The proton radius puzzle in 2010/2013
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The proton rms charge radius measured with
electrons: 0.8770 ± 0.0045 fm (CODATA2010+Zhan et al.)
muons: 0.8409 ± 0.0004 fm

R. Pohl et al., Nature 466, 213 (2010)
A. Antognini et al., Science 339, 417 (2013)

Proton charge radius (fm)



Proton radius puzzle has drawn attention
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The proton radius puzzle in 2016
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The proton rms charge radius measured with
electrons: (0.8751 ± 0.0061) fm (CODATA2014)
muons: (0.8409 ± 0.0004) fm

R. Pohl et al., Nature 466, 213 (2010)
A. Antognini et al., Science 339, 417 (2013)

Proton charge radius (fm)

5.6 σ
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There is also a deuteron radius puzzle

§ Muonic deuterium agrees with muonic hydrogen w/ istope shift: 
R. Pohl et al., (CREMA) Science 353, 669 (2016)

§ Electron scattering not (yet) conclusive

§ Muonic 4He agrees with electronic helium: 
J. Krauth et al., Nature 589, 527 (2021)



§ Workshops and conferences
2012, 2016 ECT*
2014, 2018 Mainz
2019 Losinj
2022, 2023 PREN (Paris, Mainz)

§ Special sessions of many other major conferences

§ Re-analyses
§ Theoretical efforts
§ New experiments

Spectroscopy
Scattering

The community got engaged
11



§ The μp (spectroscopy) result is wrong
Discussion about theory and proton structure for extracting the proton 
radius from muonic Lamb shift measurement

§ The ep (spectroscopy) results are wrong
Accuracy of individual Lamb shift measurements? 
Rydberg constant could be off by ~5 sigma

§ The ep (scattering) results are wrong
Fit procedures not good enough 
Q2 not low enough, structures in the form factors

§ Proton structure issues in theory
Off-shell proton in two-photon exchange leading to enhanced effects 
differing between μ and e 
Hadronic effects different for μp and ep:
e.g. proton polarizability (effect ∝ ml

4)

§ Physics beyond Standard Model differentiating μ and e
Lepton universality violation, light massive gauge boson(s)
Constraints on new physics from meson decays and spectroscopy

Possible resolutions to the puzzle
12
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MUSE
will test



CODATA2018 new recommended values
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May 20, 2019
RMP 93, 025010 (2021)

CODATA2014: 8.751(61)  x  10−16 m
[-5.5σ]

3x more precise



CODATA2018 new recommended values
15

CODATA2014: 3.289 841 960 355 (19) x 1015 Hz
[-5.5σ]

3x more precise

May 20, 2019
RMP 93, 025010 (2021)



New, independent Rydberg measurement
16

S. Scheidegger and F. Merkt, PRL 132, 113001 (2024) [March 11, 2024]

(turquoise dot with double error bars) following the
procedure described in Ref. [2].
The 2S–2P 3=2 transitions in muonic hydrogen (μH) [16]

are almost exclusively sensitive to the proton rms charge
radius rp and not to R∞, whereas the measurement
presented here, when combined with the measurement of
Ref. [22], is almost exclusively sensitive to R∞ and not to
rp. The two determinations are thus independent of the
correlation between R∞ and rp which affects most

determinations of these quantities based on transitions of
the H atom. The significance of the present results, next to
the unprecedented precision of ν1Sð0Þi , is that they were
obtained from spectra of the H atom and indirectly confirm
the rp value obtained in the μH experiments [16,17]
through the R∞ value. Consequently, the discrepancies
in Fig. 4 cannot be attributed to beyond-the-standard-model
differences in the physical laws governing the properties of
H and μH. This consideration is already implemented in the
CODATA 2018 revision, which had, however, to increase
the error bars because of existing deviating experiments [2].
In our opinion, one could go one step further and use the
ðR∞; rpÞ values given by the orange dot in Fig. 4 and
obtained by combining the results of the measurements of
the 2S–1S transition in H [15,18] and the Lamb-shift in
μH [16,17].

This work was supported by the Swiss National
Science Foundation through a Sinergia-program grant
(No. CRSII5-183579) and a single-investigator grant
(No. 200020B-200478). We thank H. Schmutz, J. A.
Agner, P. Jansen, and G. Clausen for experimental help
and discussions, and J. Morel and D. Husmann (both at
METAS), J. Faist (ETH Zurich), S. Willitsch (University of
Basel), and E. Heiri and F. Mauchle (Switch Foundation)
for their contributions to setting up the SI-traceable
frequency-distribution system used in this work.

Appendix A: On the measured transition frequencies
and their uncertainties.—Figure 5(a) presents the
corresponding ionization frequencies ν2Sð1Þi obtained
from the n ¼ 20–2Sð0Þ (blue), n ¼ 20–2Sð1Þ (orange),
and n ¼ 24–2Sð1Þ (green) transitions. The thick black
horizontal line represents the mean of all ionization
energies and the dotted lines give the standard deviation.
The standard deviations of the mean from the three
color-coded subsets and the total dataset are depicted on
an enlarged scale on the right. The black error bars

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of (R∞, rp) values from transition frequen-
cies in H [20–24] since 2010 relative to the values reported in
Tiesinga et al. [2], in units of the CODATA 2018 uncertainties.
The covariance ellipses with the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ intervals of the
CODATA 2018 and 2010 adjustments [2,3] are in red. When only
R∞ or rp are reported the data are represented as vertical or
horizontal lines with uncertainties given by shaded areas for rp or
R∞, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5. (a) Ionization frequencies ν2Sð1Þi obtained from the frequencies νð20 ← 22S01=2Þ (blue), νð20 ← 22S11=2Þ (orange), and
ð24 ← 22S11=2Þ (green). (b),(c) Dependence of the ionization frequency on the electric field strength F (b) and on the Doppler shift νD
(c) (see text for details).

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 132, 113001 (2024)

113001-5

Spectroscopy:
Rydberg constant and 
proton radius 
are correlated

2024: Small Rydberg 
reconfirmed 
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New milestone: Precision Lattice QCD

4

Figure 2. Electromagnetic form factors of the proton as a function of Q2. The orange curves and bands correspond to our
final results at the physical point with their full uncertainties obtained as model averages over the different direct fits. The
light orange bands indicate the statistical errors. The black diamonds represent the experimental ep-scattering data by the A1
Collaboration [4] obtained using Rosenbluth separation. The experimental value of the magnetic moment [68] is depicted by a
red cross.

larger than the results of Refs. [34–36], while Ref. [28]
quotes an even larger central value.

We stress that any difference between our estimate
and previous lattice calculations is not related to our
preference for direct fits to the form factors over the
conventional approach via the z-expansion, as the latter
yields similar values for

p
hr2Ei

p for our data (cf. the ac-
companying paper [44]). For the magnetic radius, our
result agrees with that of Refs. [34, 35] within 1.2 com-
bined standard deviations, while that of Ref. [27] is much
smaller. Our statistical and systematic error estimates
for the electric radius and magnetic moment are similar
or smaller compared to other lattice studies, while being
substantially smaller for the magnetic radius. As a final
remark we note that the lack of a data point at Q2 = 0
complicates the extraction of the magnetic low-Q2 observ-
ables in most recent lattice determinations, especially for
z-expansion fits on individual ensembles. By contrast, the
direct approach – in addition to combining information
from several ensembles and from GE and GM – is more
constraining at low Q2, allowing for considerably less vari-
ation in the form factors in that regime. We believe this
to be responsible, to a large extent, for the small errors
we achieve in the magnetic radii.

Conclusions. We have performed the first lattice QCD
calculation of the radii and magnetic moment of the pro-
ton to include the contributions from quark-connected
and -disconnected diagrams and present a full error bud-
get. The overall precision of our calculation is sufficient to
make a meaningful contribution to the debate surround-
ing the proton radii. Our final estimates are listed in
eqs. (5) to (10).

As an important benchmark, we reproduce the experi-
mentally very precisely known magnetic moments of the
proton and neutron [68] within our quoted uncertainties.
A detailed discussion of our results for the neutron radii
can be found in the accompanying paper [44]. Our re-

Figure 3. Comparison of our best estimates for the electro-
magnetic radii and the magnetic moment of the proton with
other lattice calculations, i.e., Mainz21 [37], ETMC20 [36],
ETMC19 [35], PACS19 [34], and CSSM/QCDSF/UKQCD14
[27, 28]. Only ETMC19 and this work include disconnected
contributions. The Mainz21 values have been obtained by
combining their isovector results with the PDG values for the
neutron [68]. We also show this estimate using our updated
isovector results (cf. the accompanying paper [44]). The exper-
imental value for µp

M is taken from PDG [68]. The two data
points for

p
hr2Eip depict the values from PDG [68] (cross)

and Mainz/A1 [4] (square), respectively. The two data points
for

p
hr2M ip, on the other hand, show the reanalysis of Ref.

[20] either using the world data excluding that of Ref. [4]
(diamond) or using only that of Ref. [4] (square).

sult for the electric (charge) radius of the proton is much
closer to the value inferred from muonic hydrogen spec-
troscopy [2] and the recent ep-scattering experiment by
PRad [6] than to the A1 ep-scattering result [4]. For the
magnetic radius, on the other hand, our estimate is well
compatible with the analyses [4, 20] of the A1 data and
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Precision calculation of the electromagnetic radii of the proton and neutron
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We present lattice-QCD results for the electromagnetic form factors of the proton and neutron
including both quark-connected and -disconnected contributions. The parametrization of the Q2-
dependence of the form factors is combined with the extrapolation to the physical point. In this way,
we determine the electric and magnetic radii and the magnetic moments of the proton and neutron.
For the proton, we obtain at the physical pion mass and in the continuum and infinite-volume limitp

hr2Eip = 0.820(14) fm,
p

hr2M ip = 0.8111(89) fm, and µp
M = 2.739(66), where the errors include all

systematics.

Introduction. The so-called “proton radius puzzle”, i.e.,
the observation of a large tension in the proton’s electric
(charge) radius extracted either from atomic spectroscopy
data of muonic hydrogen [1, 2] or, alternatively, from cor-
responding measurements on electronic hydrogen [3] as
well as ep-scattering data [4, 5], has gripped the scientific
community for more than 10 years and triggered a vigor-
ous research effort designed to explain the discrepancy.

Recent results determined from ep-scattering data col-
lected by the PRad experiment [6] and from atomic hy-
drogen spectroscopy [7–9] (with the exception of Ref. [10])
point towards a smaller electric radius, as favored by
muonic hydrogen and dispersive analyses of ep-scattering
data [11–14]. To allow for a more reliable and precise de-
termination of the proton’s electromagnetic form factors
from which the radii are extracted, efforts are underway
to extend ep-scattering experiments to unprecedentedly
small momentum transfers [15–17], which are comple-
mented by plans to perform high-precision measurements
of µp cross sections [18, 19].

While the situation regarding the electric radius is
awaiting its final resolution, one also finds discrepant
results for the proton’s magnetic radius. Specifically, there
is a tension of 2.7� between the value extracted from the
A1 ep-scattering data alone and the estimate from the
corresponding analysis applied to the remaining world
data [20]. Clearly, a firm theoretical prediction for basic
properties of the proton and the neutron, such as their
radii and magnetic moments, would be highly desirable
in order to assess our understanding of the particles that
make up the largest fraction of the visible mass in the
universe.

In this letter we present our results for the radii and
magnetic moment of the proton computed in lattice QCD.
Compared with previous lattice studies [21–38], our cal-
culation is the first to include the contributions from
quark-disconnected diagrams while controlling all sources
of systematic uncertainties arising from excited-state con-

tributions, finite-volume effects and the continuum ex-
trapolation. We determine the proton’s magnetic ra-
dius

p
hr2M ip with a total precision of 1.1 %, which is

competitive with recent analyses of ep-scattering data
[4, 12, 13, 20]. Moreover, our lattice QCD estimate for
the proton’s magnetic moment is in good agreement with
experiment. Our result for the electric radius, which has a
total precision of 1.7 %, is consistent with the value deter-
mined in muonic hydrogen within 1.5 standard deviations.

Lattice setup. Our aim is to compute the electric and
magnetic Sachs form factors GE(Q2) and GM (Q2) of the
proton and neutron. The electric form factor at zero
momentum transfer yields the nucleon’s electric charge,
i.e., Gp

E(0) = 1 and Gn
E(0) = 0, whereas the magnetic form

factor at Q2 = 0 is identified with the magnetic moment,
GM (0) = µM . The radii can in turn be extracted from
the slope of the form factors at zero momentum transfer,

hr2i = �
6

G(0)

@G(Q2)

@Q2

����
Q2=0

. (1)

The only exception to this definition is the electric radius
of the neutron, where the normalization factor 1/G(0) is
dropped.

For our lattice determination of these quantities, we
use the ensembles generated by the Coordinated Lattice
Simulations (CLS) [39] effort with 2 + 1 flavors of non-
perturbatively O(a)-improved Wilson fermions [40, 41]
and a tree-level improved Lüscher-Weisz gauge action
[42], correcting for the treatment of the strange quark
determinant using the procedure outlined in Ref. [43].
Table I shows the set of ensembles entering the analysis:
they cover four lattice spacings in the range from 0.050
fm to 0.086 fm, and several pion masses, including one
slightly below the physical value (E250). Further details
on our setup of the simulations and the measurements of
the two- and three-point functions of the nucleon can be
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Consistent with small radius
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The proton radius puzzle in 2023

Plot: courtesy by J. Bernauer

Red = μp spectroscopy
Blue = ep scattering
Light blue = re-fitting of e scattering
Green = ep spectroscopy
Black = CODATA



§ Cross sections and form factors of PRad are different – why?

§ Accuracy of radiative corrections?
§ What did previous experiments do wrong? 
§ Which result is to be preferred, and why?

§ Need independent checks and validations 
(à ISR, ULQ2, MUSE, AMBER, PRad-II, MAGIX, …)

19

Puzzle solved?

Plot: 
courtesy by J. Bernauer



Conclusion

§ Proton Radius Puzzle remains unresolved
§ Diverse array of scattering experiments, e and μ
§ Each with different beam / systematics; expected precision 0.004-0.010 fm
§ Many further spectroscopy efforts underway

Thanks to: S. Schlimme, J. Friedrich, H. Gao, T. Suda, Y. Honda, and E. Downie

20

Experiment Probe Q2 / (GeV/c)2 Status

PRad II e- 0.00004 – 0.06 Approved by JLab PAC

ULQ2 e- 0.0003 – 0.008 Commissioning 2019-22, running 2023-24

MAGIX e- 0.00001 – 0.03 Beam 2025, data on proton 2027

MUSE e+,e-, μ+, μ- 0.002 – 0.07 Physics running 2023-25

AMBER μ+, μ- 0.001 – 0.04 Test runs ongoing, physics run 2025

Ongoing and future scattering experiments
20



Motivation for μp scattering

Muonic hydrogenElectronic hydrogen
Spectroscopy

Scattering
Electron scattering

0.8758 ± 0.0077 0.84184 ± 0.00067 
0.84087 ± 0.00039

0.8770 ± 0.0060
Muon scattering

???

21

Idea for MUSE developed by R. Gilman, G. Miller, and M.K. at PINAN2011, Morocco



protons

π,	μ,
	e

LH2 target

Intermediate Focus
Dispersion 7cm/%

πM1 / MUSE beamline
22

§ πM1: 100-500 MeV/c RF+TOF sep. π, μ, e
Secondary beams of π, μ, e
produced at M-target with
2 mA protons (590 MeV),
1-10 MHz flux collected with 
quads, jaws, and double-C

Point-like source
§ π± produced directly
§ e± from π0 decay + conv.

Extended source
§ μ± from π± decay in flight

O(cm) transv., O(m) longit.

Beam properties well 
understood with TRANSPORT,
TURTLE, and G4Beamline
E. Cline et al., PRC105, 055201 (2022) 



protons
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LH2 target

Intermediate Focus
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πM1 / MUSE beamline
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§ πM1: 100-500 MeV/c RF+TOF sep. π, μ, e
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MUSE at PSI
§ Beam particle tracking
§ Liquid hydrogen target
§ Scattered lepton detected

Measure e±p and μ±p
elastic scattering

p = 115, 160, 210 MeV/c
θ = 20o to 100o

Q2 = 0.002 - 0.07 (GeV/c)2

ε = 0.256 - 0.94

Challenges
§ Secondary beam with π

background – PID in trigger
§ Non-magnetic spectrometer
§ Background from Møller

scattering and muon decay
in flight

24

R. Gilman’s draft scribbling for the MUSE logo contest
on the back of an envelope



MUSE at PSI
§ Beam particle tracking
§ Liquid hydrogen target
§ Scattered lepton detected

Measure e±p and μ±p
elastic scattering

p = 115, 160, 210 MeV/c
θ = 20o to 100o

Q2 = 0.002 - 0.07 (GeV/c)2

ε = 0.256 - 0.94

Challenges
§ Secondary beam with π

background – PID in trigger
§ Non-magnetic spectrometer
§ Background from Møller

scattering and muon decay
in flight e/π/μ

25
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MUSE analysis status
§ Preliminary analysis of scattering data at 115, 160, 210 MeV/c:

Good agreement between data and simulation within blinding
(all observed ratios agree to within 20%)

§ Analysis and simulation framework established (Cooker, g4PSI):
same reconstruction routines for data and pseudo data
§ Detector plugins: calibrated raw data
§ Multiple tracking methods
§ Higher-level analysis plugins

§ In progress:
§ Calibrations, time-dependent
§ Alignment calibration, time-dependent

à improve tracking and internal data consistency
§ Simulations: Radiative generators, digitization,  trigger, PID, 

beam properties, theoretical modeling of xsec, ff, TPE, LU
§ Error propagation and systematic errors
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MUSE performance: Full vs emptyAluminized Mylar in Target Cell
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+210 MeV/c beam
“Full” cell (lq H2) and “warm” cell (are the same cell)
Cell wall structures due to aluminized mylar
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Reaction identification

βout from reaction vertex to SPS, p =  –115 MeV/c
Clean separation of μp scattering vs μ beam decay-in-flight events 

Reaction ID

C
o
u
n
t
s

�out(c)

µ scat. events, � = 0.026
e from µ decays,
� = 0.056
Events with wrong TOF

0

50

100

150

200
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300

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

reaction id cut for µ

�out , the � between the reaction vertex and the SPS. The �out cut separates µp scattering events from
µ decay-in-flight events. Shown for �115 MeV/c.
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Muon beam decay events data vs sim

§ p = + 115 MeV/c; left: vertex; right: reconstructed angle
§ Good agreement between data and simulation for muon beam 

decay-in-flight events
§ Both data and simulation are blinded

µ Decay Events in Simulation and Data - New Analysis
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Muon scattering events data vs sim

§ p = + 115 MeV/c; left: vertex; right: reconstructed angle
§ Good agreement between data and simulation for muon

scattering events
§ Both data and simulation are blinded
§ Similarly findings for all data sets 

μ±, e±, π±@ 115, 160, 210 MeV/c

µ Scat. Events in Simulation and Data - New Analysis
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§ E.O. Cohen et al., 
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§ E.Cline, J. Bernauer, E.J. Downie, R. Gilman, 
MUSE: The MUon Scattering Experiment, Review of Particle Physics at PSI 
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§ E. Cline et al., 
Characterization of Muon and Electron Beams in the Paul Scherrer Institute 
PiM1 Channel for the MUSE Experiment
PRC 105, 055201 (2022); arXiv: 2109.09508 
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevC.105.055201
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L. Li et al., “Instrumental uncertainties in radiative 
corrections for the MUSE experiment”,  
Eur. Phys. J. A 60:8 (2024).

J.C. Bernauer et al., “Blinding for precision 
scattering experiments: The MUSE approach as 
a case study”,  
arXiv:2310.11469v1 [physics.data-an] 
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MUSE calorimeter paper under collaboration review

§ L. Li et al.,
Instrumental uncertainties 
in radiative corrections for 
the MUSE experiment,
Eur. Phys. J. A 60, 8 (2024)

Forward calorimeter to 
control ISR

§ J.C. Bernauer et al.,
Blinding for precision scattering experiments: The MUSE 
approach as a case study,
Phys. Rev. C, in press; arXiv:2310.11469v1 [physics.data-an]

Angular dependent O(20%) blinding for all beam species, 
polarity, beam momenta, data & simulation



2023-2025: MUSE production data taking

Nov. 2017 Oct. 2017

2016-2019: Assembly complete; Initial commissioning
2020-2022: Commissioning cont’d under initial Covid-19 constraints
2023: Started production data for 12 beam months over ~2 years
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Anticipated Results
§ Anticipated form factor uncertainty
§ E. Cline, et al., 

SciPost Phys. Proc. 5, 023 (2021)
E. J. Downie – SPIN 2023 34

MUSE coverage and expected errors
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Two-photon exchange for muons. Determine 2 %* effect 
with 0.4 - 3 % data. *Calculations and fits of TPE vary in size.
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σe− / σe+

TPE estimate from J Bernauer fit, 
Chiral Dynamics 2018,        
https://pos.sissa.it/317/022/pdf

Anticipated Results

e- / e+

§ Stat. errors plotted, systematics <0.5%
§ Based on assumption of 1 year of running
§ ~20% of scattering data taken in 2023
§ Radius to 0.007 fm, Rμ–Re to 0.005 fm
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§ PRP not resolved, 13 years later
§ 2016-2019 trend favored smaller radius, resulting in CODA2018,

supported by theory (most recent Lattice QCD)
§ 2020-2022 trend not stringently reconfirming a small radius, tension
§ Unclear why larger radii should be considered wrong
§ Phase space for BSM physics has been narrowed by work of many
§ TPE exists but is too small to explain PRP
§ PRad-Mainz discrepancy points to potential issues with radiative 

corrections 

§ Await results from new experiments within near future:
– e-scattering w/o (PRad-II, MUSE), and w/ magn. field (ULQ2, MAGIX)
– μ-scattering: smaller rad. corr., cleaner than e? (MUSE, AMBER)

§ MUSE allows for comparison of ep and μp, as well as TPE for both

§ Conclusion
– There has been a trend, however we are not done yet 

Summary
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75 MUSE collaborators from 23 institutions in 5 countries:

George Washington University, Montgomery College, Argonne National Lab, Temple University, Duquesne 
University, Stony Brook University, Rutgers University, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv University, 
University of Basel, Paul Scherrer Institute, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität, Hampton University, 
University of Michigan, University of South Carolina, Jefferson Lab, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
New Mexico State University, Technical University of Darmstadt, St. Mary’s University, Soreq Nuclear 
Research Center, Weizmann Institute, Old Dominion University           (March 2024)

MUon Scattering Experiment – MUSE
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